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Many Work
In Summer,
Poll Shows

Varsity Hoop Squad on Trip
Will Oppose Three Teams
In New England Conference

Agricultural Building Completed and Occupied

Waiters, Farmers;
Dishwashers
Head List

Good Outlook
Faces Winter
Sports Team

N.Y.A. HELPS MANY
University Gives Work
To Many Students
During Year

r- Start Season

Rhode Island
Game First
On List
COMPETITION KEEN

Excellence of Schedule,
Veterans, and Snow
Point to Success

By Rachel Kent
What will you have—a deckhand, side-show barker, waitress,
or sonic other kind of laborer? A
recent survey. by questionnaire,
conductNI by President Arthur A.
lauck on students' incomes confirmed and clarified the notion
that college students' part-time
jolts were many' and varied.
This survey showed that a total of
1.254i students out of the nearly 1,600
who answered the questionnaire, were
earning part of their own expenses.
These figures mean that no less than
seventy-nine per cent of all undergraduates arc now working to defray
expenses.
The variety of work the students do
in both summer and winter is of interest. The students are not a "choosey"
lot—no job seems too menial, no task
too hard.

No. 12

Team Will Engage
Northeastern On
Saturday

By Bob Atwood
The University of Maine Winter
Sports team faces the 1938 season with
By Bob Cullinan
three favorable outlooks for the future.
(Photo by Cook)
The varsity basketball team
The first. and perhaps most unusual,
The new agricultural building, located behind Rogers Hall, which was completed during Christmas recess and
will begin its invasion of southis that Maine is expected to have an
occupied by the departments of Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering. It replaces all old building which had
ern New England tonight when
old-fa.shioned winter once more.
been condemned for many years.
it meets Rhode Island State at
(Don't ask us how we know.) UnKingston. Tomorrow, the Pale
fortunately, without snow this particBlue moves on to Storrs, to play
ular team functions about as well as
the Swiss navy.
Connecticut, and then starts
north again and meets NorthThe second favorable outlook is that
eastern in Boston on Saturday.
there are a number of good freshman
Coach Bill Kenyon took a 14Two one-act comedies, to be per- prospects in addition to the four capaman squad with him, but was not
formed by students and members of ble veterans, Roddie Elliott, Leon
too optimistic about the outlook
Will Provide for Long Needed Office Space,
the faculty of the department of Ro- Ca-et:tie. Bill Bower, and Bill McCarof the trip. He said that the
mance Languages, will be presented thy.
Laboratory, Shop and Classroom;
team would do well if it won one
The third fact is that the most atat the reunion of the Cercle Francais
Good Light and Heat
game out of the three. Rhode
next Wednesday evening in the study tractive schedule possible has been
Island is stronger this year than
arranged. The team will have four
hall in North Stevens.
it was last, as is Connecticut.
By Charles Peirce
road
trips
and
one
home
meet.
FebThe first play is a short comedy en(Photo •, ook) Northeastern has already shown
The new agricultural building, constructed at a cost of $25,000. titled Des Leeons de Francais. Tak- ruary 4-5 will be the New Hampshire
Variety of Employment
and
Lou Smith, North- its prowess to the Maine fans.
Webber
Bill
Carnival
at
Durham.
On
February
was
completed during the Christmas recess and occupied at that time ing principal parts in this production
unite a few of the students receive
eastern center, go into the air for the All three games will count in the
are Rose Whitmore, Priscilla Ton- 11-12 the famed Dartmouth Carnival
the call of the wild and do councilor by the departments of Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering.
takes place. The I.S.U. meet will be tipoff which opened Maine's hoop sea- New England Conference standwork in boys' or girls' summer camps,
This new addition to the campus has the left of the main entrance, provides dreau, and Dr. Starr.
ing.
held on the 18th and 19th at Middle- son Friday.
cut pulpwood, or help the cooks in the been built to fulfill a growing need for rooms for electrical laboratory work
.411 restaurant de la pain blanc is
Flashing Ram Offense
lumber camps. The annual vacation more space and better teaching facili- and hydraulics. There is also a large the title of the French club's second bury, Vt.. with the Maine Winter
Carnival
Rhode
Island's flashing offense is
coming
February
22.
The
call for waiters and waitresses leads to tics on the department of Agricultural room for shop and carpentry work. offering. Dr. Vigneras, Genevieve
built around the center, Chet Jaworski,
final meet is the Caribou Carnival at
more employment than any other single Engineering. President Hauck said.
Plans have been made to install a forge Weill, Wallace Gleason, Regina Shay, Caribou.
this year, and in the games to date, he
occupation during the summer and likeand Arthur Cartier are casting this
The building, besides being small, in this section.
has tallied nearly 150 points. Last
Ted Curtis, coach of winter sports,
wise to the employment of many durfarce.
The
executive
committee.
uncompact, and inexpensive, was conOffice space, an instrument storage
Saturday night, Rhody trimmed Brown
is having daily practice at present and
ing the school year. Dishwashing,
der
the
leadership
of
William
Clifford,
structed with efficiency and long service room and a drawing room occupy the
80-49. From the size of the score, it
all men who are interested are asked
housework, and farm work come very
The church today knows only of a can be
in mind. I.ocated behind Rogers Hall, center section. The south wing con- is in charge of the production. A high to report as soon as possible. Freshseen that the boys didn't waste
near the top of the list. Last year's
calibre
performance
is expected, since
four-fold gospel, said Prof. Robert any time arguing with the referee.
near the University dairy barns, it has tains a large class room and two labmen
are
eligible
for
the
team.
The
summer work included such diverse
been equipped with accommodations for oratories for crops and soils work. Ac- it is rumored that the Maine Masque weather conditions of the
past two Lightfoot. of Oxford. England, ex- I.ast year, Jaworski was both Conferoccupations as preaching, police work,
offices, a laboratory, a shop, and class cording to present plans, the greater is scouting the program.
years
have
limited
the
team
to five change professor to Bowdoin College. ence and section leader in scoring. He
construction labor, truck driving, mill
Formal initiations, French songs,
rooms. In addition, the new building part of the south section will be turned
men for the Dartmouth and Canadian in a speech on "The Rejected Gospels," made 144 points in eight league games,
work. barbering, deck hand aboard
and
games
will
provide
entre-acte
novis being used temporarily for soils and into a single large laboratory to be
trips, but this will not be the case if delivered in the Little Theatre last and 409 in the whole schedule. He is
ship, orchestra playing, telephone opcrops.
devoted to the study of farm machin- elties.
the chance for practice is adequate. Thursday as the second in the Contrib- not very big. but fast and accurate.
erator and side-show barker.
The structure is a U-shaped hall, ery.
Connecticut has Pringle and Janiga
Training is being conducted in vacant utors' Club series.
During the school year, opportuniExcellent lighting has been sought
"From 150 to 175 A.D. the gospels back again. These two will be reperiods because of the many late classties are more limited; yet here, too, a with wings of one story and a center
reached a pre-eminent position, these membered as the two who were the
surprising diversity is manifest. The of two stories. Of brick and cement by providing many large windows and
Charlie Huntoon, another fine per- books representing the literary endeav- most dangerous men on the team last
dairy barns and farms of the Univer- construction, with tile walls, it is com- good electrical fixtures. Overhead
radiators have been installed to insure
former from last year's team, will not ors of the early church," Prof. Light- year when it played here. Pringle is
sity employ sonic, as do certain of the pletely fire-proof.
As yet, it has not been necessary to adequate heating.
compete this year. Pressure of studies foot said, "but the years 70 to 100 A.D. a big six foot six center, while Janiga
neighboring farms, laboratories emThe new structure supersedes an old
and the fact that he is eligible for only show their decline. There was, how- is a midget of five feet four. The latter
ploy helpers in a variety of jobs, run- purchase new equipment for this buildMaine's only "night club" will rening from feeding animals and washing ing. although provision has been made woolen frame building which, besides open Friday night in the Memorial one more year of varsity competition ever, literary activity before and after is one of the fastest men in the Conference, and at the same time is a dead
gl:iss‘%are up to research assistance. for acquiring new technical facilities being inadequate for present needs, had Gymnasium under the direction of the has decided him in postponing it until these dates."
Interest in salvation, rather than in shot. Several sophomores have in1 iii library has student helpers doing in the near future. It is sufficient, for been condemned for years as danger- Pale Blue Key Society, carrying its next year. Elliott is a capable jumper
stenographic, clerical, and desk work the present, for classes and laboratories ous. It was not safe to use a forge or patrons back to January of last year and a threat in slalom and downhill history. accounts for the writing of creased the strength of the other three
as well as manual labor. Janitor work. in soils, crops, and Agricultural Engi- a fire of any kind in the building, and when that society introduced its club. competition. Leon Greene is good in the gospels, Ive explained. The stories positions as well as some of the rehousework, caring for children, raking neering. One room of the new build- it was imposible to open and close win- whose opening !tight made Pale Blue all events. while Bill McCarthy will first probably passed from movuth to serves,
do only jumping. Bill Bower, in sla- mouth, and they may have been written
leaves. and repairing radios are all ing is to be completely furnished to dows and doors because of the decay- Key really famous.
Expect Capacity Crowd
Mm, downhill, and cross country. com- as a help to niissionaries. Siiine of the
dime. lit addition. several students facilitate work in Farm Shop practice. ing underpinning which caused the floor
A capacity crowd is expected to be
A
four-act
floor show will be the
The
north
wing
of
the
building,
to
to
sag
and
warp.
collections
were recorded in Mark, to in Roston to watch the Huskies when
pletes the list of veterans.
each year work as newspaper reportCabaret's feature, bringing Evelyn
ers for Maine and Boston papers.
The weakness is in the cross country which the other gospels are indebted. they meet Maine in the return game.
Spencer, tap-dancer, to the Club, and
events. Winners and runners-up in the l And although a number of stories and After having victory snatched right
N Y A Gives Work
introducing a number of singing and
•
•
intramural events for the past two sayings found a place inside some of from under their noses by a last minThe government National Youth
dancing acts. White-coated waiters
years should have a good chance for the gospels, they were not successful ute basket up here, Coach Jimmie
Administration
program
provides
will serve sandwiches, cookies, ice
the varsity. The enthusiasm is high in getting in the best texts.
Dunn's boys intend to put the presabout one-fourth of the entire termcream, and the Club's well-known
and the equipment that the men are
"The gospel of Peter is in sonic ways sure on plenty. The sophomores on
time work, with a total this year of
"drinks," at the little blue and yellow
using appears to be superior to any the most interesting, and only three the team were every bit as good as
one hundred and sixty full or parttables surrounding the dance floor.
tor-in-chief of the Campus as well as
By Phillip Space, Jr.
used in previous years.
church writers mention it," he con- they were cracked up to be, and with
time workers and an annual payroll of
And the Mayor of Maine, John "Luke"
There are a large number of men tinued, adding that a large fragment the added experience which they gained
The University's commuting army a paid reporter for The New York 1Villiams.
over $15,000. These students. selected
will be master of cerettxmies.
with skiing experience in the Fresh- of the last part of it was discovered in a against Rhode Island Tuesday night
through applications to the Placement —some 200 strong—commandeers an Times. The Portland Press herald,
%Vatic Aikens' orchestra will fur(Continued on Page Three)
should he a pretty tough nut for the
(Continued on Page Four)
Bureau, are employed in almost all of average of forty cars to make its daily The Boston herald. The Stillwater
nish
snappy
new
tunes
for
dancing
Bugle, and W1.117. twws serBlack Bears to crack.
the different departhwins. The work march to this advanced Knowledge ('ha
preceding
and
billowing
the
floor
vice; Morris Kleiner, the snug-coddler
privvides the student with an opportun- Factory.
Those on Trip
show.
Fair weather or foul, the males must and gift to beautiful WItIllell ; JOsephine
ity to earn between twelve and fifteen
The 14 Maim. player s u,,u the trip are:
There
will
he
no
cover
charge,
and
Profita,
society
editor
for
the
through—females.
Campus
get
too.
This
dollars a month.
Jerome Steeves, Leon Breton, Phil
Students may be found assisting the mighty legion rolls through the Gates and extrovert extreme; Ada Saltz- check room reservations will accomRogers, Louis Bourgoin, Dana Drew,
pany
Ni,
the
ticket.
stags
will
be
adman.
the
girl
with
the
electric giggle;
Tiehnoliogy Experiment Station in of Learning in rattle-trap Fords, an"Jolitinv Johnson." the biography of
Three maw CI turses to be given next mid Gordon Raymond—forwards,
testing gravel or cement samples; cient Lincoln!, second-hand Dodges, Bill Saltzman, her brother. who is mitted. Tickets may he obtained at 75 a oinimon man,
Id Stanley, Phil Curtis, Bill Webwill
be
the
next
play
year
in the College of Technology have
cents
a
couple
Blue
from
Key
Pale
others will be engaged in some phase new [Wicks, and in every sort of car sports editor uif the Campus and reber--centers,
to
be
prisluced
Ivy
Masque,
the
Maine
announced
been
by
Cloke.
Dean
Paul
representatives
in each fraternity house
porter (regular one at that) for The
a-wheel.
(Confinurd on Page Four)
Dwight Lord. Bob Cullinan, Joe
it was announced today by Professor They are Engineering Physics. ChemA narrow escape that would scare an Bangor Daily News: Rosa Swan, and front Melvin McKenzie in the
Herschel I.. Bricker,
ical Engineering Practice, and Civil I lanmnhin. Elwood Millen, and Joe Harordinary person to death is but a daily cusiniCre extraordinaire; Wayne Gar- freshman dormitory.
rinian--guards.
The play was written by Paul Green Engineering Practice.
The committee in charge consists of
occurrence to the commuter. Not a land, the tallest boy in the University;
Kenyon planned to have the same
and has musical scores by Curt %Veil.
Engineering Physics, established by
day goes by without some report of a Ruth Gray, the girl with the million Herbert Letmard, Robert Fuller. and
Its plot concerns the life of Johnny Dr. C. E. Bennett, will be open as a combinations that were used in the
dollar
John
ankles;
George
Haggett.
Tsoulos,
the ferProceeds will go toflat tire on Dead Man's Curve, or of a
Johnson. an everyday small town man. major subject to all second year stu- Northeastern-Colby games, hut he had
President Arthur A. Hauck is one door swinging open and spilling its ret-eyed ping-pong artist; Marion wards the Pale Blue Key Scholarship
before, during, and after the World dents next year. The course is planned not yet decided which one to start.
or the distinguished educators nomi- human cargo into the road, or of a new White, Bangor's Tiny Ton of Fun; fund.
On the so-called "steady and experiWar.
to treat physics from an engineering
nated for the "Consumers Foundation love affair born to the tune of scraping Sewell Ginsberg, Old Town's rabid
enced" combination are Rogers and
The
play,
with
its
3
acts
and
16
viewpoint.
Inc.,'
' the formation of which was an- fenders.
rooter; Bob Morris. the kid who put Raise Large
Fund
scenes, is one of the most difficult
Of equal importance to engineering Bourgoin. forwards; NVehlier, center ;
nounced by William Trufant Foster,
Freshman Rules mean little to com- the CH in chemistry; Doris Dow, budthings
the
Masque
has
ever
undertaken
students
is the course in chemical en- and Lord and Hamlin, guards.
In
Honor
of Buck
head of the Pollak Foundation for Eco- muters. Just imagine riding miles and ding newspaper woman ; Harold Mcto produce. It was received favorably gineering, under the supervision of
nomic Research, following a meeting miles a week with the most exotic girls Keen, the adept shorthand notester ;
More than $1400 have already been last year on Broadway anti was one of l'rofessor Bradt. Practice for juniors Scabbard and Blade
in the Hotel Astor, New York.
in the University! Eleanor Winchell, Charles Pierce, the mighty atom de- contributed to the scholarship fund
now the leading contenders for the 1937 and seniors will be given in connection
The Consumers' Foundation is a Heleintrace Lancaster, Polly Jellison, bater who will one day niake history
Present Fifteen Bids
being established by the University of Drama Critics' Award.
with the Penobscot Chemical Fiber
non-profit organization to promote the Kay Duplisse, Stanley Staples, Ele- with a filibuster in the Senate ; Blair
Maine Finindation to honor the name
Arthur Potluck of the Brooklyn Company's plant in Great Works.
Scabbard and Blade. hinvirary naconsumer interest, with special atten- nora Savage, Ruth Desjardins, Hester Stevens. the great lover (of bridge anti I If
the late I 1,
ISea B. Buck.
Eagle says about the play : "The best
In Civil Engineering Practice course. tional military sr iciety, eligible to juntion to the needs of low income fam- Billings, Pat Gogan, Rachel Kent, not of studies); and Gentle Georgic.
Mr. Buck was Alumni Trustee for play of the MaS011. A very great many under the supervision of W. S. Evans,
s, gave bids to the following last
ilies.
Alma Fifield, and Sylvia Cohen—just the hack writer and expert baby more than fifteen years, and
himself plays have heel' written against war head of the department, students will Thursday :
Those nominated for the national to mention a few.
wrangler from sixteen to sixty. These established the William
Emery Parker since the big dirty business in France work at the Stillwater plant of the
Leon Koneeki, James Stoddard, Bercounsel with Dr. Hauck are Dr. Paul
And these people do things besides make up Inn a small fraction of the Scholarship of $1(10).
and this is the jolliest, the gentlest, the Itangor
Hydro-Electric Company, nard Robbins, Richard Quigley, LauH. Douglas, University of Chicago; go to school. Many of them are outThe Foundation invites alumni who friskiest. It is a play you cannot help
roster.
hare they will spend one or two af- ress Parkman, Melvin McKenzie, RegDr. Donald .11. Cowling, president of standing. For instance, take Howard
These tttttmiters try to get to class %oathd like to pay tribute to the mem- but be fond of."
triii.N.iiS a week
inald NI ac I)(maid, Richard Monroe,
Carleton College; Dr. Arthur N. Hol- Goodwin, president of the M.C.A.,
ory of Mr. Buck to send their gifts to
Tryouts for parts in the play will be
In addition to these new courses, Francis Lovering, Edward Ladd, Milcombe. I larvard University; and Dr. leading actor for the Masque, and the on lime, and they are very rarely late Ralph
NVhillier. Penobscot Savings held January 17, 18, and 19 in 275 the (us il Engineering department will 1,'ii Jellison, Frank Collins,
William
Ernest N. Patterson, University of University's candidate last fall for a unless something goes wrong (dean, Batik.
Bangor, who is treasurer of the Stevens Hall. Rehearsals will not be place incteased emphasis on its sani- t .raig. Robert Bramhall,
and Elwood
Pennsylvania.
Rhodes Scholarship; Ed Costrell, edi- please notice amid record).
Foundation.
'held until after mid-years.
tary engineering course,

New Agricultural Building
Is Completed and Occupied

Cercle Francais
To Present Plays

Speech Given
By Lightfoot

Pale Blue Key
To Hold Cabaret

University s Commuting Army
Lends Fun, Talent, and Charm

Masque Picks !Tech Offers
Broadway Hit New Courses

Hauck Is Named
For High Honor

11
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U. of M. Graduate Killed

M.C.A. NOTES I

'Campus' To Broadcast

CORRESPONDENCE

Mervale Sylvester, 23, of Mars Hill, Huddilston Interview
are open to the public on pertinent
(The correspondence columns of The Campus
be signed with the author's real
a graduate of the University of Maine
and letters are welcomed. All letters should the
letter it desired. The ideas
Arland Meade, managing editor of 'abject',
of
publication
In
used
The struggle to get birth control in the class of 1937, was killed on
be
will
name
pen
a
but
name.
Campus and should not Ge so
The
of
those
necessarily
stated in these columns are not
cliiiis organiziA in Bangor and else- I he. 28 in a grade crossing accident at the Campus will interview Dr. John considered. The editor reserves the right to withhold any letter or a part of any 1.-tter.I
where in the United States was de- Hastings, Fla.. where he and his wife H. Huddilston, lecturer on art history
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students oi the
scribed by Mrs. Edward Godfrey, of were spending the winter.
and professor of ancient civilization,
University of Maine
R.O.T.C. It is not for me to explain
Bangor, one of the sponsors of the
on the everyday application of art, over To the Editor:
created. However. I beMiss Elizabeth Ring, acting general station WLBZ, Bangor, at 4:45 toI was glad to note in the last issue the paradox
Langor Maternal Health I.eague, at
1937
lieve that orthodox communism has no
1938 .... SE MT.,' P.ON NATIONAL AOVINT151.4421 NV the Y.W.C.A. meeting held at Balen- secretary of the Maine Christian AsMcinher
Chapter
Maine
the
that
Campus
morrow evening.
the
of
singService,Inc. line Hall on Monday afternoon. Mrs. sociation, Howard Goodwin, president The interview will be part of the of the A.S.U. turned out almost in a place for war except perhaps theitTEVOPusocialed Collet5icite Press NationalAdverti
into
lutionary travail which brings
Ifftrturwrolsre
(
M.C.A.. and William West, of
the
of
expersonal
front
partly
told,
i•slirey
program, "Campus News of the body in response to my letter of a being.
NEW Yang. N. Y.
Distribu tor
420 MADISON AVE
attended
fraternity,
Delta
Gamma
Phi
the
which
opposition
IMMICISCO
the
mos
perience, of
Cons &50 norms to.
Week," during which Edwin Costrell,
matters reWhen we say in a loud voice that the
movement encountered in New York the Intercollegiate National Student editor, broadcasts a summary of Uni- few weeks ago. A few
University
A.S.U. is not communistic, let to reState
main to be clarified.
Miami
at
Assembly
Federal
in its attempts to have
and
news.
versity
correAddress all business correspondence to the Business Manager, all other
Contrary to the writer of the editori- ntetnber that the M.S.L. was one of its
legislation passed to make the work of in Oxford. Ohio, this vacation. Thirspondence to the Editor-in-Chief.
al, the National Student League was parents and if we are to judge from the
the country. teen hundred students front all over the
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office, Orono, Maine.
over
all
legal
clinics
the
NOTICE
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
communistic. Rather than have you last convention it has not been entirely
The effect of the depressi.... in bringing country met at the convention which
Printed at the University Press. Orono, Maine.
As a change of class period may be accept my word for it, allow me to subjugated.
Advertising Rate Sne per column inch
1.
27-Jan.
Dec.
active
was
havof
horrors
the
attention
public
to
51
Extension
Tel.
building.
M.C.A.
Office on the third door of
students planning to take quote from the official program of the
If in the past I have called names. I
ing large families without being able to
"The purpose of the meeting," said necessary,
Editor-in-Chief
Edwin S. Costrell
possi- "Editing" and "The Country Weekly" N.S.L. "Our future prospects force us will do so no longer, for they would
the
the
contributof
study
one
to
was
"was
them
Ring,
support
Miss
.. Business Manager
Merrill Eldridge
set
should
spring semester
to realize that, along with the impov- indeed be overshadowed by those oi
ing factors in the recent rise in the bilities of Christian attitudes in uni- during the
EDITORIAL BOARD
Reginald Coggeshall, assistant profes- erished intellectuals, we must align "an A.S.U. member." Unfortunately
William C. Saltzman..........__Sports Editor number of clinics, Mrs. Godfrey de- versity life, both in the development of
......Managing Editor
Arland Meade.......
Women's News Editor clared. At the present time there are personality and in an appreciation of a sor in charge of journalism courses, ourselves with the working class for there is little else in the letter. HavVirginia Hall
Associate Editor
Jean Kent
Editor
Josephine Profita.. ....... .....
Sherley Sweet.-............----News Editor
at 340 Stevens, no that scheduling of unity in the struggle for our common ing no desire to slight the little cruatx int two hundred such clinics in the changing world society."
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
those courses may be arranged to avoid interests. We recognize that, although sader in his campaign to make the
movement is
the
and
States,
United
Williston
Margaret
Weatherbee,
George
Rowe,
Catherine
Haskell,
George Bell, Priscilla
The following pledge reports have conflicts. Coggeshall will be in his it is possible to win certain immediate world a better place we may he able to
rapidly.
growing
still
REPORTERS
STAR
been received and recorded by the In- office tomorrow morning, 9:30-12:00; improvements, only a change in the pick a few shreds front the bones of
Rose
Robert Atwood. Mary Bearce, Leonard Brant,. Mary Curran, Erwin Cooper,
Edna Louise
afternoon. 1 :30-2:30; Monday, 9:30 very basis of our society can offer any nothing.
Costrell, Dorrice Dow. Kathleen Duplisse, Lillian Herrick, Rachel Kent.
terfraternity Council:
the
of
Brewster
Benja
Bishop
Woodward.
Joyce
Saltzman,
Ada
Harrison, Lewis Nightingale, Marjorie Moulton.
a.m.-12:00: Tuesday, 9:30-12:00.
permanent solution to our problems." "The aim of the A.S.U. is that of
Carter;
be
J.
will
Merrill
Maine
of
Delta,
Diocese
Mu
Episcopal
Phi
REPORTERS
Reiley,
On another part of the program we enabling students to obtain the necesPratt;
Helen
S.
Virgil
Kleiner,
communion
Boris
give
Epsilon,
to
Alpha
Dearborn,
Sunday
Sigma
campus
.11
Richard
Dimitre,
David Astor, Charlotte
would
Bureau
Rothenberg.
Placement
The
Howard
Mary Orr, Mary Oberly, Charles Peirce, Alice Lerner.
find the following statement."We sup- sary factual background for express!" S :pisoipaliait students. The com- Sigma Nu, Leon F. Ladd; Kappa Sigthe
on
efforts
special
appreciate
CUB REPORTERS
port the efforts of the working class ing their opi..i..ns." I have no desire
munion will be held in the St C.A. ma, Walter Stisulis.
Pease,
Virginia
Look,
Eleanor
Azalea
Boyer,
Cousins.
suand
part of N.Y.A. workers
Josephine Campbell. Eleanor
Dorcas Pudding at 8:30 in the morning. and
for the abolition of capitalism and the to enter any discussion group whieli
Peasley. Patricia Gogan, Irene Whitman, Regina Shay, Clement Smith,
pervisors to have all time sched- establishment of a classless society." has preconceived conclusions. If that
Jewell, Marion White, Kendrick Hodgdon, Gerald Small, Robert Cullinan, Virginia will he followed by a complimentary
Profita Prefers Pure Air
Maguire.
ules at the Placement office by Am I "calling names" when I say, this is the main function, what about Peace,
breakfast. All Episcopalian students
BUSINESS STAFF
"Jo" Profita, intrepid M.C.A. resi- Friday morning, Jan. 14, so that is communism? Am I showing myself Freedom, Security, and Equality?
Advertising Manager
and iaculty members are invited to atWilliam Hilton
and denunciations there will be no delay in sending to be "deplorably ignorant of the curCirculation Manager
Robert Harvey
It is most interesting to note that
tend the communion and breakfast. dent, braved threats
.....Subscriptions Manager
William Or -t
for the period.
..... Circulation Assistant
rent communistic policy" when I call because we won't blow up our battlePeter Skoid,
arrange- Imrlixl upon her by other co-ed M.C.A.- out pay rolls •
of
charge
in
committee
"Ilie
. Circulation Assistant
Philip Goo,
on
window
rzyry
opened
she
when
this communism? I think that if facts ships, disband our armies, completely
cents is composed of Morris Ernst, ers
Seniors and juniors must fill
of the M.C.A. building
bother anyone it is the members of the subsidize students, and establish a new
Calista Burrell, Faith Shesong, and the second floor
before
sheets
activity
their
out
on Monday and again out Tuesday.
A.S.U. who are discomforted. They basis of society, we, the people of
Virginia Eddy.
sheets
These
exams.
semester
In true womanly fashion, not one of
tried hard enough to cover them up.
Maine, are Militarists and Fascists,
Ilishop Brewster will be the speaker
"Prism"
the
in
available
be
will
them would close the windows again;
Compared to a flashy drum major, the student band leader passes at the Vesper Service to be held in they preferred to don their coats and office in the M.C.A. Students If I am correct in my assumption even though some of those things are
I fascist policies. The amazing thing
on Sunday aftermust have their pictures in the that the N.S.L. was communistic.
almost unnoticed. Yet, as the fall and winter athletic seasons pass ihe Little Theatre His topic will be descend to the first floor.
is that he was serious, because he
this
that
attention
your
to
call
will
noon at 4:15 o'clock.
time.
"Prism" office by the same
the doesn't believe in name-calling-its imby, the band turns its attention to concert music. At this time the "Buildings That Are Firm." Marion
Leave a note in the "Prism" box same organization was strong in
NOTICE
bat- mature!
in Alumni Hall if you intend to I idea of substitution of schools for
position of student leader eclipses that of the drum major; this is the Hatch will be the soloist at the service.
(Continued on Page Four)
tleships and complete abolition of the
Morris I:rnst will be the student
and
pictures
having
students
calL
Any
Last
done.
this
have
in
band
the
time when a real leader and musician is needed to lead
learlcr.
of human interest value that they
the interpretation and performance of various types of music. Here
think would be suitable for the
Fall Semester 1937, Jan. 26, Feh. 1-SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
The next meeting of Freshman "V" "Campus Life" section of the
we lose the simple rhythmic appeal of the march and must develop
will be held at the Staples on Wednes- "Prism," please leave at the
MON.
MON.
MON.
more varied and difficult rhythm and tempo.
MON.
Mon.
I
Mon.
MON.
Mott.
day evening. At that meeting the sub- "Prism" office in the M.C.A.
Time of
7
6
8
5
4
3
2
1
Exercise
must possess more than skill on one particular instru- ject of "How to Cope with Mid-Year

Tije +lj eampti5
or
Colleoiate Di6est

A Leader for the Band

A leader
ment. Being an expert on a bass, a trumpet or a harmonica may be Examinations" will be discussed by
upperclass women.
useful but it is no more a guarantee of leadership than is the ability to
of
execute one or two perfect plays on the football field a guarantee
Miss Maude Kemp. District Superthe qualifications of a team captaincy. Men, whether musicians or visor of Social Welfare for the State
athletes,can not follow wholeheartedly one who is not a leader of men Department of Social Welfare, will
be the speaker at the next Y.W.C.A.
as well as a leader of technical matters in his field.
meeting. which will be held in the sun?
chosen
leader
student
our
is
whom
How, when, where, and by
parbir oi Balentine Hall int Monday
One would not be much out of order to add to the above list, on what
grounds? There may be a few about campus who can answer, but
the information certainly is not of common knowledge. In the past
few years we find one leader who audited a course in interpreting and
conducting after he had become student leader. One of the clarinet
players had to demonstrate to another leader how to beat one simple
rhythm before said leader could operate effectively enough for the
band to understand.
We see competitions for class office, club membership, positions
on the athletic teams, parts in the dramatic productions. Strange,
isn't it, that one never hears mentioned a competition for band leader.
Neither will the members of the band remember any practical leadership trials before them, or any announcements that such trials will be ,
held elsewhere. The answer is obvioas:either there are no such trials 1
or they are kept secret. Neither situation can be called desirable.
Not only has no open competition been offered, but the free opportunity to try for the position has been denied by the Department of
Music.
Must our student band leaders be chosen in the (lark or Iwhind
ledge or
doors or in whatever way they are chosen. without the k
observation of the student laxly ? Free opportunity should be allowed any student to demonstrate whatever ability he may have.
Whether one or twenty try for die position is beside the point ;We
still live in a democracy-we hope.
A.M.

Students are reminded

that all

to avoid if at all possible.
It is hoped that these remarks will not discourage the writing of
letters. The Campus desires letters and has asked for them repeatedly, but it prefers numerous short contributions to a few column-and-

WED.
Feb. 2
1.30

Toss.

TUES.
2

Tugs.
3

TUES,
4

Tugs,

Tues.

Tues.

s

6

7

TUES.
Feb. 1
1.30

THURS,
Feb. 3
8.00

SAT.
Jan. 29
8.00

SAT.
Jan. 29
1.30

THURS.

FRI.
Feb. 4

FRI.
Feb. 4
1.30

WILD.

WED.

Wax

Wm

2

WED.
3

Wan.

I

4

5

6

Time of
Examination

MON.
Jan. 31
8.00

WED.
Feb. 2
8.00

FRI.
Jan. 28
8.00

TUES.
Feb. 1
8.00

FRI.
Feb. 4
1.30

Time of

THURS.

Tau's,

Tuuas.

1

2

3

THURS.
4

Timms,

Exercise

I

Fat,

Fat.

2

3

FRI.
Feb. 4
8.00

Fat.
Feb. 4
8.00

SAT.

SAT.
2

t

s
SAT.
Jan. 29
Soo

SAT.
Jan. 29
8.00
FRI.
1

Feb. 3
1.30

Fat.
4

FRI.
5

1.30

TUES.
8

WED.
7

WED.
8

THURS.
6

THURS.
7

THURS.
8

TUES.
Feb. I
8.00

SAT.
Jan. 29
8.00

Fat.

6

Fat,

7

SAT.
Jan. 29
801
Fat,
8

Eli 1
Feb 4
1.30
SAT.
3

SAT.
4

Time of
Examination

II

this possible, an entirely new kind of

comwire had to be developed. Special insulating
methods

were

devised.

had
Then a simple, economical method of burial
this problemto be found. A special ph ov solved
the wire in
one that digs a furrow and tucks away
a single operation.
one

FRI.
Jan. 28
1.30

Time of
Exercise

in cables-can now
go underground where bad weather and grass
fires can't harm it.

Just

FRI.
Feb. 4
8.00

Time of
Examination

UHAI,telephone wire-not

pounds, special splicing

Letters submittc.l lii the(am/'us for publication have in the past
few weeks become increasingly long. Tlw pre-stilt staff has not, to
date, cut a single letter, and it does not now desire to begin mutilating
contributions in this way. Yet, unless the premmt trend toward increased wordiness is reversed, limitations of space may compel the
Tessary passages. This step we desire
Campus to begin deleting

TUES.
Feb. 1
8.00

Time of
Exercise

iilln lam Saturday
in a sense. to
ought.
students
Maine
even
which
was an outcome for
be glad. Probably no other outcome could be better designed ti stintulate intense interest in the state series and to guarantee its ix.ri Kin ation.
Vitt' sports writers agreed that Maine vk as going to walk aw:i
with the title, a c(mclusion deriving from Maine's experience and her
proved strength. the Colby victory came as a greater surprise than
even the 6-6 tie between Maine and Bowdoin on the gridiron last
November. Colby fans succumbed to hysterics; Maine fans gaped

Can the Verbiage

FRI.
Jan. 28
8.00

Time of
Examination

A Valuable Defeat

TO make

WED.
Feb. 2
8.00

Time of
Exercise

Deleat nnf the Pale Bine basketball squad hy

incredulously.
As a result of this upset. Colby can HOW be sure of large crowds
and of sustained undergrad date interest in her basketball welfare.
Maine's defeat, therefore, considered in terms of its long-run effect
on the state series, was unquestionably a valuable defeat. It may
prove to be just what was needed to secure varsity basketball its place
in the colleges of the state.

Mos.
Jan. 31
8.00

Library books for which more
Time of
than one notice has been received
should be returned to the Li- ENamination
brary not later than Saturday,
Jan. 15. Otherwise the book will Time of
be considered lost and its re- Exercise
placement price added to the
borrower's Term Bill.
Time of
Examination

more step in the process of making

dependable.
Bell System service constantly more
11.1tv not triephone home tonight? Rolm

in MIMI point, ore boregt cloy lime offer
7 1'. M. unit all day Solidity.

HELL Ti LEPIIO

Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
IO any given course. For
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time of the first exercise of the week to be given Monday the
example: If a course is given Monday, Wednesday and Fri day at the third period, it is said
the examination falls upon
third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that
Friday, Jan. 28, at 8.00
Note the following changes from the above
11 Coburn
Jan. 31 at 8:00
Mon.
Farm Botany I
34 Stevens South
Jan. 26 at 8:00
Wed.
Rh 1 Origin of the New Testament
14 Wingate
Jan. ZS at 1:30
Fri.
Ce 35 Hydraulics
Jan. 31 at 1:30 305 Aubert
Mott
Ch 1, 5 General Cliciiii,try
Aubert
8:00
427
at
29
Jan.
Sat.
Ch 89 Organic Preparations
21 Rogers
Jan. 31 at 1:30
Mon,
Dh 51 Dairy Technology
6 Stevens South
Jan. 26 at 1:30
Wed.
FA 29 Supervised Student Teaching
4 Stevens South
Thurs. Jan. 27 at 8:00
Ed 81 Supervision in Elem. Schools
2 Stevens South
Jan. 26 at 8:00
Wed.
Ed 105 Methods of Research
14 Wingate
Feb. 4 at 8:00
Fri.
Ee 35 D. C. Machinery, Div. I & II only
Lord
23
at
3
Feb.
Thurs.
Ee 91 Theory of Electricity
Thurs. Jan. 27 at 8:00 270 Stevens
Eh 57 Shakespeare, Div. I
Thurs. Jan. 27 at 8:00 275 Stevens
Eh 57 Shakespeare. Div. II
Thurs. Jan. 27 at 8:00 275 Stevens
Eh 85 Middle English
Jan. 31 at 1:30 See Instructor
Mon.
Es lb Principles of Economics
25 Winslow
Thurs. Feb. 3 at 1:30
Fm 101 Production Costs
13 Stevens North
Jan. 26 at 8:00
Wed.
Fr 25 19th Century Drama
at
Stevens
26
8:00
310
Jan.
Wed.
Gm 59 History of German Literature
Jan. 26 at 8:00 165 Stevens
Wed.
Gt 73 International Relations
Thurs. Jan. 27 at 8:00 105 Stevens
Gt 83 American Constitution
32 Merrill
Jan. 29 at 8:00
Sat.
He 3 Design
14 Merrill
Jan. 29 at 1:30
Sat.
He 65 Dietetics
14 Merrill
Jan. 29 at 8:00
Sat.
He 81 Institutional Management
at
Stevens
3
1:30
165
Feb.
Thurs.
Hy 77 The Middle Ages
8:00
at
Stevens
26
170
Jan.
Wed.
IA 9 Tacitus
11 Coburn
Jan. 29 at 1:30
Sat.
Me 21 Elements of Mech. Eng.
I.ord
22
8:00
at
4
Feb.
Fri.
Me 45 Heat Engineering
3 Fernald
Jan. 29 at 1:30
Sat.
Me 55 Kinematics
27 Lord
Feb. 1 at 8:00
Tues.
Me 79 Heat Engineering
22 Lord
Jan. 29 at 1:30
Sat.
Me 81 Steam Turbines
1:30
22 Lord
at
31
Jan.
Mon.
Me 91 Heating and Ventilation
22 Lord
Feb. 1 at 8:00
Tues.
Me 93 Gas Engines
Jan. 31 at 1:30 137 Aubert
Mon.
Pa 87 Paper Testing and Analysis
275
Stevens
8:00
at
26
Jan.
Wed.
Ph 37 Advanced Dramatics
Jan. 28 at 1:30 Poultry Bldg.
Ph 3 Exhibition and Prod. Poultry Judging Fri.
Jan. 26 at 8:00 300 Stevens
Wed.
PI 3 Historical ;into. to Philosophy
Feb. 1 at 8:00 204 Aubert
Tues.
Ps la, lb General Physics
Feb. 3 at 1:30 204 Aubert
Thurs.
Heat
Ps 21 Mechanics and
Thor s. Feb. 3 at 1:30 204 Aubert
Ps 23 Electrical Measurements
41 Stevens North
Thurs. Feb. 3 at 8:00
Py 1 Gen Psychology, Div. V
35 Stevens North
Thurs. Feb. 3 at 1:30
Py 81 Mental Measurement
11 Coburn
Thurs. Feb. 3 at 8:00
Zo 37 General Physiology
11 Coburn
Feb. 4 at 8:00
Fri.
Zo 41 Histological Technique

I SYSTEM

Ni changes can he made in this schedule

one-half dissertations.
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Maine Tops Husky Team
But Loses to Colby Five
In Games Over Weekend

Varsity Opens Season with Win

Huskies Defeated
37-36; Mules
Win 43-41

BY BILL SALTZMAN

Just filling up space
Maine's loss to Colby may have been bad news here,
but it was certainly good news for basketball in general throughout the state
In other words, gentlemen, we're seconding the motion made in the editorial
opposite this page
Rather than being dominated by one outstanding team.
the state series race is now as close as a Cunningham-San Romani duel . To
complicate matters even more, Bates defeated Colby, 37-30, Tuesday evening
and now leads the circuit with one win and no losses. Colby is second with
one win and one loss, while Maine, supposedly the strongest team, is in the
cellar with one loss and no wins
But we're still sticking with Maine.
When Colby edged out Maine last Saturday, it was the first time in three
Revenge.
years Joe Hamlin had played on a team defeated by the Mules
however, will be thine, Joe, when you face Colby again
It costs the Maine
athletic department $26 to outfit a varsity basketball player. This includes
practice, game, and sweat shirts, and sneakers ...Maine is seriously considering the matter of glass backboards.
Winchell-like manner,a can of garbage to those
Still filling up space ..
three Maine students who continually and deliberately were off-beat in the
And, still emulating Il'inehell, a
cheers at the Maine-Northeastern game
flock of "A's" to members of the Maine band, who with their swing numbers,
the other
Willie If
gave considerable color to the contest ...Said If
day: "Rhode Island won't score 80 points when I'm in the game." To which
Photo by Cook)
Webber, you see has been forced out
Phil Rogers replied: "You're right."
Phil Rogers, No. 6, shoots a basket in latter part of the second half in the Maine-Northeastern tilt, won
by the
Louis Bourgoin, Maine's
of both Maine's games thus far via the foul route
Bears, 37-36, last Friday. A few minutes later, and seconds before the final whistle, Rogers looped in the
basket
outstanding forward from Frenchville, is making his first trip south of Augusta
which decided the game.
on the present New England trek .. Dwight Lord planned to take a suitcase
of books along with him on the trip. Can't let basketball interfere with studies,
you know... Although Maine will play six games away from home this season,
NEW LETTERS
A COLD RACQUET
actually the Bears will miss but four days of school work . . Ed Kelleher, the
basketball official with the fog-horn voice, certainly gave the fans a great show.
Letter winners in jayvee footHardy souls, these tennis playToo bad that he can't appear at any other games . .
ball and minor sports will now reers.
• • •••• • •
ceive a pale blue chenilled M. acAlthough it was ten below zero,
Who's who on Maine basketball and track teams:
Dick Pierce and Bill Chandler—
cording
to letter changes made by
one of the leading hurdlers in the East ..like Sid HurJohnny Gowell
two competitors in the University's
the athletic department this week.
witz he was a schoolboy champion .. Now holds or has tied five University
round-robin tennis tournament—
Previously, the minor sport letter
records in hurdling and broadjumping ...His brother was a great discus heaver
arose at 6 o'clock the other mornconsisted of initial of the sport
a few years ago at the University ... Johnny is tall, well built.. .a student in
ing. made their shivering way to
beside a small M. The new inpresident of his class
mechanical engineering and a proctor in the dorms
Memorial Gymnasium, and played
signia measures 4/
1
4 inches by 4/
1
4
freshman, sophomore, and junior years
a member of Phi Kappa Sigma
off their scheduled match.
A badminton tournament, at which
inches.
should do very well this year. Unable to compete in state meet last spring beVito said tennis players were
both single and double matches will be
Deserving members of the band
cause of leg injury.....Comes from South Portland ...
sissies?
and cheerleaders will receive gold
.forward on the basketball team ...learned his first fundaPhil Rogers
played, has been announced. All women
keys, however, instead of letters.
black-haired .. not
mentals of the court game in a barn in little Mars
students are eligible for it and may
NOTICE
Member of Phi Eta Kappa fraternity.
very tall as basketball players go
sign up in the alumni gymnasium.
FOUND. Waterman's founTerrible in practice, but a wow in a game (i.e.. his last-minute basket won the
The gym is open for practice Mon- tain pen in
the men's gym last
Has one
Northeastern game)
Only married man on the basketball team
day and AVednesday, the first, second, Saturday.
See Geo. Bell at
Was a four-letterman at Bridgton Academy, and has chance to emuchild
The intramural handball tournament and third hours; Tuesday and
Thurs- Campus office any noon.
late this stunt here ..
will start February 6. The increased day. the fifth hour, if the weather
perpopularity of this sport promises plen- imts ; Friday, the first six hours;
and
Predictions
Get out the smelling salts, folks, for here UT come with ty of competition for the defending Saturday,
the first two hours. The ter sports equipment will be posted
basketball.
snore predictions—this time in
champion, Sigma Chi.
tournament will begin as soon as the this week on all dormitory bulletin
Cast your eyes:
The athletic department would ap- entrances are completed and the sched- hoards. Ferne Lunt '39 is manager of
Rhode Island 65—Maine 45
preciate morning use of the courts ule made out. Margaret Hoxie '39 is winter sports with Katherine Cox '39,
Connecticut State 39—Maine 43
since they become congested in the in charge of the tournament.
Helen Mating '40, and Elizabeth Libby
Northeastern 47—Maine 38
afternoon.
The regulations for the use of win- '40, as assistants.
Maine frosh 35—Higgins 21
Maine frosh 33—Deering 29
•
Rhode Island should be too speedy and too Powerful for our Bears. Conby
fall
veteran
the
team,
wayside,
may
but
a revengenecticut State, despite a
The froth will have a difful Northeastern team should pack too many guns
ficult time with both Higgins and Deering, but should prove superior.

Handball League

Frosh Cagers Frosh To Meet
Win Opener Deering Highl
The freshman basketball team won
its first game of the season, defeating
Old Town High School 33-22, last
Friday.
The Freshmen took the lead immediately and never relinquished it throughout the game. Except for a third
period rally by Old Town they were
never seriously threatened.
Every player on the freshman team
saw action, and Blanchard, Charlie
Arbor. Spencer Leek, Buss Tracy were
outstanding, while W. Harris and F.
Harris starred for Old Town.
This game was the preliminary before the Maine-Northeastern game

The University freshmen had a fairly easy time with Old Town last week.
hut it may be a far different story when
they meet Higgins Classical Institute
and Deering High School Thursday
and Saturday evenings in Memorial
Gymnasium.
Higgins has three veterans from last
year's team and, with the addition of
Chet Savasuk. a member of last year's
championship Winslow High School
five, should give the first-year men
plenty of trouble. Incidentally, in this
game, Spencer Leek, star freshman
guard, will play against his former
teammates.
Deering High School also has a
powerful club. Last year the Portland team was runner-up in the state
finals.

Patronize Our Advertisers
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Veteran Jim Edwards
tells why tobacco experts
prefer Luckies 2 to 1•••

Maine's freshman track squad
will engage in its first serious competition of the season when it meets
South Portland High here Saturday afternoon.
Although led by Ken Blaisdell.
Hamlin. and DeSilva, who can he
sure of garnering many points.
the freshmen will have to put up a
real battle, since South Portland.
Johnny Gowell's school, has always had a strong team and this
week plans to bring a large squad
here.

"I recently sold 489,000 pounds
of tobacco in one 6% hour day,"
says Mr.J. N. Edwards of Farmville, North Carolina.
"There was a buyer, naturally,
for every one of those 489,000
pounds...Bat there was as much
difference between the best grades
and the inferior, as between a
pretty girl and a homely one.
"At auction after auction, I've
seen Lucky Strike go after the
prettiest lots of tobacco. It's no
wonder Luckies taste so good.
I've smoked them since 1917.
"And another thing ... even
after yelling out tobacco bids

WINTER SPORTS TEAM
(Continued from Page One)
man class that Maine could use. Dave
Greenwood finished fourth in the Eastern Amateur Ski Championships with
a jump of 180 feet. Among other
Freshmen with previous experience
are Eddie Anderson, John Craig. Fred
Blackstone, Bob MacGregor, Ken Robertson, Forrest Whitmann, Oscar Riddle, Bill Parsons. Allyn Waters, Roddy
Gardner. Fred Cowan. Dick Chase,
John Pennell, Paul Dumas, Charlie
Adams, Keith Gallagher, Fred Hanson, Don Goodwin, Fred Tracy. and
Walter Strang.

Rogers Connects
Dwight 1.0rd, Maine's All-New
England Conference guard, was fouled,
however, and, although missing his
free shot, quickly followed up to score
for the Pale Blue. A few seconds later,
just as the timekeeper was getting
ready to shoot his revolver, Rogers,
always a money-player, received a
long pass front Smokey Joe Hamlin
and tossed in the winning basket.
Maine used 12 men during the game,
while Northeastern had two combinations—one composed of five sophomores and the other, of four lettermen
and a sophomore. Of the two Husky
fives, the sophomore group, a fastbreaking team, was the more polished
and started the game against the Bears.
With Gurney and Hatch leading the
attack, Northeastern rolled up a 12-6
lead in the first period before a nervous, uncertain Maine team found itself and got into the ball game. From
then on, it was a bitter battle all the
way as the two fives alternated in tak-

Colby Game
Although trounced by Northeastern
Thursday evening, Colby was a far
different looking club when it faced
Maine Saturday. Gone was the uncertainty, the nervousness that marked
the Husky duel, and, instead, there was
aggressiveness, keen eyes, and team
play.
Maine, on the other hand, obviously
tired from its previous evening's battle, was exceedingly off-form in shooting and passing. Indeed, the Mules
grabbed a 9 to 0 lead in the first period
before the Maine team could function.
"Why, the sons-of-guns from Colby
could toss the ball from anywhere during those opening minutes and it
would go in," commented Bill Kenyon, Maine's coach, following the
game.
It was, however, only a matter of
time before the Bears, led by Louis
Bourgoiti, climbed up to the Colby
team and the half ended 20-18 in Mules'
favor.
Both teams matched baskets in the
second half and the game ended 35-35.
In the overtime period, Mike Spitta's
basket. second before the final gun,
clinched the game for Colby.
Bourgoin was again an outstanding
player for Maine, although he was
closely pressed for individual honors
by Leon Breton, a dark-haired forward
from Rumford. Hamlin played a fairly good floor game, but was way offform in shooting. Likewise, Rogers
was below his usual standard.

after 31 Years
As a Tobacco Auctioneer

Fraternities
Start Season Freshmen To
Race Capers
Tilt. beg' " g of the intramural basketball season found Kappa Sigma.
Theta Chi. l'hi Kappa Sigma, and
Alpha Tau Omega the winners of the
first fur games.
Kappa Sigma won over Alpha Gamma Rho with a score of 36-21. Theta
Chi edged out the 395 club 37-36. Phi
Kappa Sigma led 13 C by 26-22 and
Alpha Tau Omega took over Hungry
Hollow by 26-15.
The tentative schedule for the week
of January 17 is as follows:
Jan. 17, 8:011 p.m.—Beta Theta Pi
vs. Delta Tau Delta, Phi Mu Delta vs.
Sigma Chi; 9:00 p.m.—Sigma Alpha
Epsilon vs. Phi Eta Kappa, Phi Gamma Delta vs. Lambda Chi Alpha.
Jan. IS, 7:00 p m.— Dorm B. vs.
Oak (E), Dorm A vs. Oak (W);
00 p.m.—Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Tau
Epsilon Phi, Alpha Gamma Rho vs.
Theta Chi ; 9:00 p.m.— Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu. Alpha Tau Omega vs.
Phi Mu Delta.
Jan. 20. 7:00 p.m.-395 vs. Beta
Theta Pi, Phi Mu Delta vs. Phi Gamma Delta; 800 p.m.—Delta Tau Delta vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma
Chi vs. Lambda Chi Alpha; 9:00 p.m.
—Phi Eta Kappa vs. Dorm A. Oak
a:I vs Phi Mu Delta

Maine's basketball team changed its
attack from point-a-minute to thrill-asecond over the weekend.
Opening their New England Conference and State Series seasons, the
Bears edged out Northeastern University, 37-36, Friday, and lost to Colby,
43-41, Saturday, in an overtime game
at Waterville.
Phil Rogers' underhanded shot in
the final seconds gave the Pale Blue
its narrow win over the Huskies, while
Mike Spina's overhead basket enabled
Colby to defeat Maine in an overtime
period. Both contests were exceedingly close, with the results in doubt
until the final whistle.
In the Northeastern duel, more than
2000 fans—a very large crowd considering the treacherous driving conditions outside—watched Northeastern
apparently sew up the game in the
last two minutes of play when Gleason
and Spidell looped in successive baskets to make the score 36-35 in the
Huskies favor.

tug the lead.
Outstanding for Maine were Wild
Willie Webber who scored 11 points;
Joe Hamlin. a very good floorman, who
almost made the ball talk; and Louis
Bourgoin, a sharp-shooting forward.
The latter was rather nervous in the
beginning of the game, but soon lost
his tightness to become one of the
contest's stars.
For Northeastern, the sophomore
group was exceedingly capable. Gurney and Hatch were two speedy forwards; Lou Smith, although not very
tall as centers go, continually upset
Maine's offense, and Labowicz and
Toucey-, the two guards, were strong
both offensively and defensively.

••••••••••••ilmiams•

all during a seven hour day,
Luckies are still just as easy as
ever on my throat."
Only Lucky Strike offers you
the finest tobacco plus the throatprotection of the exclusive process "It's Toasted". This process
takes out certain irritants found
in all tobacco—even the finest.
Men who know tobacco from
A to Z—experts like Mr.Edwards
—are surely good judges of cigarettes...Sworn recordsshow that,
among independent tobacco experts, Luckies have twice as many
exclusive smokers as have all the
other cigarettes combined.

Swot,/Rieot4 Rave go.••
WITH.MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST-IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO1
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Girls' Rushing Huddilston Talks Will Interview Campus Camera
Modern Art Upperclassmen
Is Concluded On
and less of man is seen in mod-

Prism Shows
By Lea Tri-Delta Entertains
,.
Its District Adviser "Campus Life"

The intimate secrets of student night
"Less
Mrs. Richard E. Cobb, of Boston,
The Placement Bureau has received
Sorority rushing ended on December ern art, which is heralded by a genDelta Delta, life, day life, campus figures, and facDelta
of
adviser
district
senior
or
junior
regarding
inquiry
an
•
16 with forty-five freshmen and eight
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